
Getting the Most Out of the CMJ Improvisation Room – Volume 3 
 
Why Use Interactive Software? 
 
At one point or another in their lives, many people get a chance to learn to play a musical instrument and are 
initially excited about the prospects.  We’re all designed to be musical, and playing music lifts our spirits, so why 
do most students quit in their first year?   
 
A failure to continue can often be attributed to a student’s lack of confidence.  Students need to feel that success 
is well in hand in order to keep challenging themselves.  If a student experiences frustration while learning to 
read and play, they need to balance that with successes. 
 
MusIQ software was created with this in mind.  Each interactive MusIQ title provides students at that level with 
advice and immediate feedback so students see what they’re doing right, and are able to quickly adjust when 
they make a mistake.  Interactive software allows for a multitude of successes in every practice, which improves 
the balance.    
 
 
Why Improvise? 
 
Improvising can be described simply as, “playing along with other people's music”, and, “making up something 
on the spur of the moment that sounds good”.   
 
Many instrumental programs of instruction leave improvisation entirely to chance. Classical instruction, which 
has a long history, focuses on reading and playing other people’s music.  While playing the great works of the 
greatest composers is very developmental and uplifting, the player is still limited to creatively playing these 
pieces as written.   
 
Improvisation connects to the core of a musician's creativity and personality in a more obvious way.  Learning to 
play other people’s creations should be balanced, from the very beginning, with improvisation, in the same way 
that learning to read other people’s creations should be balanced with creative writing. 
 
Improvising is fun, and can provide a success every minute.  Improvisation is key to a person’s lifelong 
enjoyment of music, and it should be developed in a systematic way, from early on.   
 
 
A Practical Plan to Develop the Ability to Improvise 
 
The following lesson and practice tips offer some rudimentary strategies that beginner and intermediate 
students can follow to develop the ability to improvise.  After the first few weeks of practice, each student should 
be invited to improvise in front of others, even if they’re only comfortable with an audience of one. 
 
A musician can improvise by themselves, or in a group.  This plan focuses on improvising ‘along with’ other 
musicians who are playing together in a group.  In Children's Music Journey, the Improv’ room (select the right 
most button on the main menu) provides access to virtual musicians playing in a group.  Each channel on the 
radio provides a different genre of music, and several genres are offered because it is important to cater to the 
musical tastes of the student.  It is also good to start simple when possible.   
 
Using Children’s Music Journey Volume 3, find the first musical selection or channel, and click on it. This selection 
is a good place to start, it’s a well known classical piece with a very strong rhythm, and even very simple 
accompaniment sounds good.  We’ll refer to this as channel 1. 
 
The student should first adjust the volume of the virtual musicians to about 2/3, so that they can hear their own 



playing above the background.  Then press the play button to hear the musicians on channel 1. 
 
The overall strategy is to start with simple ways to play along with this specific piece of music, gradually adding 
more options for accompaniment.  As the student becomes comfortable with the several options offered in this 
lesson, they’ll be able to add their own variations.    
 
 
Try Playing with a Reggae Band: CMJ 3 Improv Channel 1 
 
Channel 1 in the Improvisation room is a Reggae piece which has a ‘relaxed’ sound.  Follow these steps to get 
really comfortable with the beat in this piece: 
 
Step A – Finding the Beat 
 

1. In the beginning the student should press the green play button, and clap in half notes along with the 
beat of the piece. Can you clap in quarter notes? Whole notes? 

2. Clap only on beat 1. Can you clap only on beat 2? Beat 3? Beat 4? 
3. Next, choose a 1-bar rhythm to clap repeatedly along with the “band”.  For this piece we will use the 

rhythm found in the background track: 
 

 
 
 
 
 

4. From using this piece in CMJ2 students may have already realized that the “tonal centre” of this piece is 
F. (Sometimes we say the “home base note” of the piece is F) Try playing this rhythm for 8 to 16 bars 
with the music, just on an F. 

 
 
 
Step B – Keep the Beat, Add a Melody  
 

5. Keep playing the same rhythm, but this time use F and G, improvising with a simple melody as well. It 
can be different each time you play it. 

 
 
 
 
 
6. Use the same rhythm but this time improvise a melody using F, G, and A. 
7. Now use any rhythm you want, using F, G, and A. 
8. As you become more comfortable, add C and D to your possible notes. 

 
 
 
 
                                                                               F   G   A          C   D          
 
These 5 notes make up the F Pentatonic Scale (pentatonic scales are taught in Beginner Level 3). A pentatonic 
scale is a major scale, with no 4th or 7th note. By eliminating these notes, we increase our chances of making a 
nice melody, as the 4th and 7th notes of a major scale are the most likely to sound out of place if played at the 
“wrong” time. 



Step C – But Can You Repeat It? 
 
In order to improvise a longer melody (16 bars) that sounds cohesive, it will be important to remember what you 
have played so that you can build on patterns and bring back ideas later.  
 

9. Once you are comfortable creating 1-bar melodies using even three notes, start listening carefully to 
yourself so that you can remember what you played. Come up with 4 bars of melody using F, G, and A. 
(Hint: Try making bars 1 and 3 the same – see example below) Pay attention as you are creating your 
melody so that you are able to repeat it. 
 

 
 
 
 

10. Play that  4-bar melody again, but change just one note.  
 
At this point you should be feeling pretty comfortable with the piece, and with your ability to improvise 
cohesive melodic solos. Expand to include F G A C D all over the keyboard, and experiment with including some 
harmonic intervals (2 notes played at the same time). To get you started, Fs and Ds played together sound good 
in this piece, and Fs and Gs played together will add a little “crunch” to your piece. Also, never underestimate the 
power of a well placed rest. Experiment with not playing anything on beat 1, or beat 3. These are the strong 
beats of the bar, where your audience expects the important notes to be. Putting the important or interesting 
notes elsewhere in the bar is called syncopation, and is a great improvisation and composition tool. 
 
These basic principals can be applied to other pieces as well. Have fun! 
 
 
Try Playing with a Blues Band: CMJ 3 Improv Channel 6 
 
Channel 6 in the Improvisation room is a 12-bar Blues piece. The 12-bar Blues form is fairly simple, and it is 
universal so once you know it, anyone can join in and improvise along. On the last piece we focused on how to 
develop the ability to improvise a melody. For this piece we will focus on improvising an accompaniment. 
 
Step A – Finding the Beat 
 

1. In the beginning the student should press the green play button, and clap in half notes along with the 
beat of the piece. Can you clap in quarter notes? Whole notes? 

2. Clap only on beat 1. Can you clap only on beat 2? Beat 3? Beat 4? 
 
Step B – Find the Chords  
 
This piece is in the key of C Major, which means that C is the “home base note” of our piece. We also need to 
know the triad that is built on the IV (4th)note and the V (5th)note of the C Major scale – F and G (triads on scale 
degrees are taught in CMJ3). These 3 chords are called the primary triads, and they are the main chords used in 
many pieces, including 12-bar Blues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



The 12-bar Blues follow a simple pattern of I, IV and V chords for 12 bars, one chord per bar. The pattern is: 
 

I I I I 
IV IV I I 
V IV I I 

 
 
If we use Chord names instead of Roman Numerals, the pattern looks like this: 
 

C C C C 
 

F F C C 
 

G  F     C C 
 
 
 

3. Practice finding each primary chord on your keyboard. (Alternatively, you can play only the root of each 
triad, in other words the note named above. Try playing this low on the keyboard, like a bass player in a 
band.) 

4. Play along with the piece playing each chord in the pattern as a whole note. 
 
 
 
Step C – Find a Groove 
 
In a 12-bar Blues piece, the chords are set, but you can choose the rhythm you wish to play them in. Experiment 
with the following variations: 
 

5. Play the piece again, this time playing each chord as 2 half notes. 
6. Try playing the chord of the bar on only beats 2 and 4. 
7. Play the I (C ) chords on beats 2 and 4, and the IV (F) and V (G) chords as whole notes. 
8. Make up your own variation.  

 
At this point you should be getting used to the pattern and to moving your hands to find the different chords. 
You are probably also able to hear with your ears where you are in the pattern, and if it is time to change the 
chord or not. Experiment with different rhythms and different instrument sounds. Have fun! 
 
 


